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Equilibrium states of stratocumulus are evaluated for a range of free

tropospheric conditions in a Mixed-Layer Model framework using a number

of different entrainment formulations. The equilibrium states show that a

reduced lower tropospheric stability (LTS) and a dryer free troposphere

support a thicker cloud layer. Furthermore cooler and dryer free tropospheric

conditions promote decoupling which is the first stage of stratocumulus break

up into cumulus. The qualitative results hold for all the considered entrainment

formulations, although the precise quantitative details of the boundary layer

state do vary with the choice of entrainment parametrization. Perturbations of

the equilibrium states by increasing the sea surface temperature while keeping

the LTS and the free tropospheric relative humidity constant leads to cloud

thinning and an increased occurrence of decoupling regime. These results are in

line with recent Large Eddy Simulation studies and increase the confidence in

them by showing their validity for a large range of free tropospheric conditions.
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1. Introduction

The importance of atmospheric boundary layer clouds for

the Earth’s energy balance is widely recognized. Due to

their high albedo they have a strong ability to cool our planet

by reflecting the incoming solar radiation. This is especially

true for the marine stratocumulus (Scu) fields, that are

abundant over the eastern basins of the relatively cold

subtropical oceans, adjacent to the continental coasts, where

the atmosphere is subjected to subsiding motions. They are

characterized by a limited vertical extension of only a few

hundred meters and by a strong inversion which capped

them with almost discontinuous jumps of both temperature

and humidity. The optical properties of Scu depend on their

thickness, which is the result of a delicate balance between

the surface fluxes of heat and moisture on the one hand and

the cloud top entrainment that controls the fluxes across the

inversion on the other hand.

Climate models exhibit a strong intermodel spread and

in general tend to underestimate Scu, in terms of both

cloud fraction and cloud thickness (Siebesma et al. 2004;

Teixeira et al. 2011). This is partly the result of the coarse

vertical grid spacing which is insufficient to resolve the

sharp inversion. It is also related to the fact that most

parameterizations of Scu in climate models do not take

into account the full complexity of the interactions between

many physical processes that control the cloud thickness

and cloud fraction.

It therefore does not come as a surprise that the climate

model representation of the cloud feedback strength of Scu

is highly uncertain. Indeed, as shown by Bony and Dufresne

(2005), subtropical marine boundary layer clouds, including

Scu, are the main contributors to the uncertainty in the cloud

radiative response to climate change among models.

In an attempt to unravel and further understand the

physical mechanisms underlying these uncertainties, the

CFMIP-GASS Intercomparison of Large-Eddy Simulations

(LES) and Single Column Models (SCM) (CGILS) has been

set up. The framework is based on Zhang and Bretherton

(2008) and is focused on three points along the GPCI

transect in the North-East Pacific (Siebesma et al. 2004;

Teixeira et al. 2011), each of them corresponding to a

particular cloud regime: well-mixed Scu (S12), decoupled

Scu (S11) and shallow cumulus, Cu (S6). For each of these

locations, the cloud response to an idealized climate change

has been assessed by comparing LES and SCM results for

present and future climate. The considered perturbation is

defined as an increase in sea surface temperature (SST) of

2 K with corresponding moist-adiabatic warming aloft and

subsidence weakening, while keeping the free tropospheric

relative humidity constant (Zhang and Bretherton 2008).

LES results from seven different models suggest cloud

thickening for the well-mixed Scu and a slight cloud

thinning for the other two locations (Blossey et al. 2013).

The LES results also demonstrate that the response to the

perturbation has opposite effects, at least for the well-

mixed Scu case: weakened subsidence promotes cloud

thickening while the SST increase leads to cloud thinning.

This illustrates that the net cloud feedback is a subtle one.

In Zhang and coauthors (2012), SCM versions of a large

number of Global Circulation Models (GCMs) have been

analysed within the same framework. Contrary to LESs,

the SCM results display a wide spread in cloud radiative

response both in sign and amplitude. This is partly due to

the choice and design of the physical parameterizations in

the used SCMs but also due to the implemented numerics.

In fact the SCMs have to describe the exchange of heat and

moisture across the inversion, while using a relative coarse

vertical resolution.

What the CGILS project did not address is to what

extent the results can be generalized to a wider range of

meteorological conditions and large scale forcings. The

large scale forcing impact has already been addressed in

Brient and Bony (2012), where stochastic variations in the

subsidence are included according to the GCM statistics in

order to apply more realistic large scale forcing conditions.

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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The authors show that only in this way the sign of the cloud-

climate feedback found with SCM is consistent with GCM

results.

This paper is focused on the dependency of the climate

response to different free atmospheric conditions. The main

scientific questions are the following:

1. What are the steady state solutions of the well-

mixed Scu-topped boundary layer for a wide range

of atmospheric conditions?

2. How are the steady state solutions affected by

perturbations of large scale forcings?

To this purpose we will use a Mixed-Layer Model

(MLM) framework (Lilly 1968) which has been proven

to be a powerful tool in representing realistically both

the clear convective boundary layer (CBL) and the

Scu-topped boundary layer (STBL) (Zhang et al. 2009;

Stevens 2006). It is computationally cheaper than LES

and at the same time more reliable in representing STBL

than state of the art parametrizations used in GCMs

(Caldwell et al. 2012). Because of these advantages the

MLM has already been used as a theoretical framework

for various climate change studies (Caldwell and Bretherton

2009; Caldwell et al. 2012). The main limitation of MLM

is that it is based on the explicit parametrization of the

entrainment velocity. Various different formulations of the

entrainment velocity exist and can affect the Scu cloud

thickness (Stevens 2002). In order to gain confidence in Scu

response to climate change, it is important to know to what

extent MLM results are affected by such a parametrization.

In section 2 the MLM theory will be summarized with

a particular emphasis on various entrainment formulations.

The results obtained with one specific entrainment

formulation will be presented in detail in section 3, followed

by the analysis of different entrainment rules. Subsequently

the large scale forcings will be perturbed in order to mimic

some aspects of possible future climate conditions, and the

cloud response will be analysed for different entrainment

formulations in section 4. Finally conclusions are collected

in section 5.

2. Model framework and experiment set up

2.1. Description of the MLM framework

As described in Stevens (2006), the MLM is based on

the assumption that the layer between the surface and

the inversion height, zi, is horizontally homogeneous and

vertically well-mixed. In that layer the thermodynamic state

is uniquely defined by a set of conserved variables ψ ∈

{θl; qt} where qt = qv + ql is the total water content, with

qv the water vapour content and ql the liquid water content

and θl = θ − Lvql
cpπ

the linearised form of the liquid water

potential temperature, with θ the potential temperature, Lv

the latent heat for condensation of water, cp the specific heat

of dry air at constant pressure and π the Exner function.

These variables are governed by the turbulent fluxes at the

surface and across the inversion and additional diabatic

processes, ∆Fψ , describing contributions from radiative

cooling and drizzle. Large scale forcing due to horizontal

advection could be added, but are not taken into account in

the present framework. The prognostic equations can then

be written as (Lilly 1968):

dzi
dt

= we + w(zi) (1)

zi
dψML

dt
= V (ψ0 − ψML) + we∆Iψ −∆Fψ (2)

where the subscripts 0 and + denote the surface and

the height just above the inversion respectively while the

subscript ML denotes the averaged value over the well-

mixed layer, w(zi) is the subsidence at the inversion

height, V = CDU is the surface transfer velocity where

U is the horizontal wind velocity and CD the surface

exchange coefficient, we the entrainment velocity and ∆Iψ

the thermodynamic jump at the inversion height defined as

follows:

∆Iψ = ψ+ − ψML

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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The steady state solutions can be straightforwardly written

as:

w(zi) = −we (3)

ψML = ψ0 +
we

we + V
(ψ+ − ψ0)−

∆Fψ
we + V

(4)

Eq. (3) and (4) show that the solutions depend on the

large scale forcings, through V and w, and the boundary

conditions, through ψ0 and ψ+. To close the system an

entrainment parametrization for we is required. The precise

physical formulation of this parametrization is crucial for

determining the equilibrium solutions as pointed out in

Stevens (2002). In fact the thermodynamic state at the

equilibrium is a balance between the surface and the free

tropospheric conditions and is determined by the ratio of

the surface transfer velocity and the entrainment velocity.

For we

V � 1 the steady state mixed layer values tend

asymptotically toward the surface values, while for we

V �

1 they tend towards the free tropospheric conditions. In

conclusion the precise value of we influences directly the

STBL steady states.

2.2. Entrainment formulation

The entrainment velocity follows the well-known scaling

relation:
we
w∗

=
η

Ri
(5)

where η determines the entrainment efficiency which for the

CBL has been found to be constant and a good estimate is

ηCBL = 0.2 (Turner 1973). Ri is the Richardson number

defined as:

Ri =
zig∆Iθv
T0w∗2

(6)

Eq. (6) includes the virtual potential temperature, θv , which

is defined as follows:

θv = θ(1 + εIqv − ql) (7)

with εI = 1
ε − 1 and ε = Rd/Rv , the ratio of the specific

gas constants for dry air, Rd, and water vapour, Rv .

Moreover T0 is a reference temperature, g the gravitational

acceleration and w∗ a convective velocity scale which is

defined as:

w∗
3 = 2.5

g

T0

∫ zi

0

w′θ′vdz (8)

In order to calculate the entrainment velocity, the buoyancy

flux profile, w′θ′v , is required.

In a STBL, in order to account for liquid water

presence, the buoyancy flux is written as a linear function

of the conserved variable fluxes by splitting it into the

contributions of the dry sub-cloud layer and of the cloud

layer:

w′θ′v =


Adw′θ′l +Bdw′q′t if z < zb

Asw′θ′l +Bsw′q′t if zi ≤ z ≤ zb

(9)

where zb is the cloud base height which is defined as the

height at which the saturation specific humidity, qs, equals

qt,ML. The so-called “dry” coefficients, Ad and Bd, read:

Ad = 1 + εIqt,ML Bd = εI

and the “saturated” coefficients, As and Bs, are:

As =
1 + qs/ε− qt,ML + γT0/ε

1 + γLv/cp
Bs =

LvAs
cpT0

− 1

where γ = dqs
dT (for more details on the derivation see

Stevens (2002)).

By assuming linear flux profiles and that the radiative

cooling takes place in a infinitesimal thin layer at zi, the

following expressions are found (see Figure 1):

w′θ′l =
(
1− z

zi

)
w′θ′l0 −

(
we∆Iθl −∆Fθl

) z
zi

(10)

w′q′t =
(
1− z

zi

)
w′q′t0 − we∆Iqt

z

zi
(11)

which shows that the scaling relation (5) is an implicit one,

since w′θ′v depends on the entrainment velocity itself.

In order to solve this problem, the integral of the

virtual potential temperature flux normalized by zi,

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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Θ, is introduced and the so-called process partitioning

(Manins and Turner 1978) is applied. By assuming that each

physical process contributes independently to the buoyancy

flux, we can split the expression in a production term that

includes all the processes other than entrainment, ΘNE , and

a consumption term that accounts for entrainment effect,

ΘE (Stage and Businger 1981; van Zanten et al. 1999):

Θ ≡ 1

zi

∫ zi

0

w′θ′vdz = ΘNE +ΘE (12)

The contributions of ΘNE and ΘE to the integrated

buoyancy flux can be written as:

ΘNE =
1

2

(
ζ(2− ζ)(Adw′θ′l0 +Bdw′q′t0) + ζ2Ad∆Fθl+

(1− 2ζ + ζ2)
(
Asw′θ′l0 +Bsw′q′t0)+

(1− ζ2)As∆Fθl

)
(13)

ΘE = −1

2
we

(
ζ2∆Iθv,d + (1− ζ2)∆Iθv,s

)
(14)

where ζ = zb
zi

and ∆Iθv,d and ∆Iθv,s are defined as

follows:
∆Iθv,d = Ad∆Iθl +Bd∆Iqt

∆Iθv,s = As∆Iθl +Bs∆Iqt

The process partitioning allows, using (5), to derive an

explicit expression of the entrainment velocity:

we =
5ηΘNE

2∆Iθv + 2.5η(ζ2∆Iθv,d + (1− ζ2)∆Iθv,s)
(15)

If ηCBL is used for STBL, eq. (15) underestimates

the entrainment velocity as it does not account for the

enhanced efficiency due to evaporative cooling. Various

different strategies have been developed to include this

physical process and an overview of the most common

approaches is presented in the Appendix. Despite their

differences, all entrainment formulations have two common

features: the entrainment velocity is directly proportional

to the buoyancy production term, ΘNE , and is inversely

proportional to ∆Iθv which is a measure of the inversion

stability.

In this paper we focus on the parametrization proposed

by Nicholls and Turton (1986) (hereafter NT86) where the

formulation (15) is used with a modified definition of

∆Iθv that takes into account evaporative cooling effects

(see the Appendix for details). The formulation has been

tested against observational and LES data and found to give

accurate results for MLM studies (Uchida et al. 2010).

2.3. Experimental set-up

The initial conditions are taken as follows: (i) the

temperature near the surface is 1.5 K colder than SST; (ii)

the relative humidity (RH) near the surface is 80%. The

values of θl,ML and qt,ML are constant up to the boundary

layer height which is initially set to 800 m. Where qt,ML

exceeds the saturation specific humidity the air is defined

to be totally cloudy. Previous studies (Zhang et al. 2009;

Bretherton et al. 2010) show that multiple equilibrium

solutions are possible for the same large scale forcings

and boundary conditions. In particular an initially clear

boundary layer might remain clear. In the present work the

boundary layer is assumed to be initially cloudy as these are

the solutions of our interest.

The STBL is capped with a strong thermal inversion

and above the thermodynamic profiles are assumed to be

steady. In order to consider a wide range of free tropospheric

conditions, the profiles are translated systematically with

fixed atmospheric lapse rate for potential temperature, Γθ,

and for humidity, Γq (see Table 1). In particular the specific

humidity is constant in the free troposphere. By considering

different free tropospheric conditions the jumps at the cloud

top vary consequently. As an illustration, some of the

considered profiles are depicted in Figure 2.

The forcings are fixed and defined according to the

summer climatology of the North-East Pacific. In particular

the SST is a typical value for Scu-topped regions and the

large scale vertical velocity, w(z), is prescribed following

Bellon and Stevens (2012) as:

w(z) = w0

(
1− e−

z
zw

)
(16)

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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where w0 is an asymptotic value and zw is a length

scale (for further details see Table 1). In this study

horizontal advection is neglected. Thus the set-up includes

an ensemble of free tropospheric humidity and temperature

profiles for the same large scale forcings. This permits to

isolate and investigate the contribution of free tropospheric

conditions on STBL steady states.

We will assume a non-precipitating Scu, i.e. ∆Fqt =

0. The effect of free tropospheric conditions on radiative

transport is taken into account by introducing ∆FR =

∆Fθl · cpρ where ρ is the air density. Based on sensitivity

studies with an off-line radiative transfer code (Fouquart

1988; Morcrette 1991) it is approximated as a linear

function of qt,+ as:

∆FR = ∆FR
∗ − λqt,+ (17)

where qt,+ is case dependent. Table 1 displays ∆FR
∗

and λ which are the coefficients of the linear fit of the

radiative jumps as a function of qt,+ and estimated for

the initial atmospheric state. ∆FR is calculated for all

the considered cases and then averaged for the same free

tropospheric temperature (Figure 3). In order to clarify

the effect of the free tropospheric temperature, Figure 3

comprises two grey lines which correspond to the fit for

maximum and minimum free tropospheric temperature.

Therefore, as a first order approximation we can consider

∆FR as a function of qt,+ alone. Following the CGILS

project (Zhang and Bretherton 2008; Zhang and coauthors

2012; Blossey et al. 2013) the SW incoming radiation is set

equal to the diurnally average value (more details in Table

1). The net SW contribution has been absorbed into ∆FR
∗.

We assume that changes in ∆FR
∗ due to changes in liquid

water content of the cloud layer are negligibly small. In fact

in a non- precipitating MLM the amount of water in liquid

phase is always rather large and for such high values the SW

absorption saturates to a constant value.

In the upcoming sections the STBL steady states

for different free tropospheric conditions are studied by

interpreting the pattern of characteristic quantities in a phase

space defined by:

LTS = θ(z = 3000m)− θ0

∆qt = qt(z = 3000m)− qt,0
(18)

where LTS stands for Lower-Tropospheric Stability

(Klein and Hartmann 1993) and a similar definition is used

for the humidity, where qt,0 is defined to be the saturation

specific humidity at surface pressure and SST. An important

reason to span up the phase space through the variables

defined in (18) is that the equilibrium state is governed in

part by the difference between surface and free tropospheric

conditions, as seen in eq. (4).

2.4. Suitability of the case

In this study the following ranges are considered:

LTS = [17.; 26.]K ; ∆qt = [−10.;−5.]g/kg

(with a step of 0.5 K and 0.5 g/kg respectively). This

conditions avoid condensation in the free atmosphere and

favour the presence of Scu.

To assess the frequency of occurrence of the considered

ranges, LTS and ∆qt are calculated from ERA-interim. We

use night-time data for the summers (June, July and August)

between 1979 and 2012, considering only the conditions

with large scale subsidence and SST within a half-degree

of the value specified in Table 1. Furthermore the data

are restricted to the Californian Scu region, defined as

in Klein and Hartmann (1993), i.e. 20◦ − 30◦N , 120◦ −

130◦W .

Figure 4 shows the joint probability density function

distribution of LTS and ∆qt. The considered range,

identified by the grey box, is within the possible

regimes but does not include the maximum of the

joint probability density function. The assumption of

constant free tropospheric total water content leads to an

underestimation of ∆qt. In fact in general the observed

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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humidity profiles show decrease of qt with height which

would enlarge the value of the bulk jump defined in (18).

Furthermore Zhang et al. (2009) show that cloud fraction

is lower than 20% for LTS smaller than 18 K. It is then

reasonable to consider only the region of the phase space

where the STBL is most likely to occur.

3. Scu interaction with the free atmosphere

3.1. Detailed analysis of steady state solutions

In this section the MLM steady states using the NT86

entrainment parametrization are presented and discussed

in detail. Since the steady state solutions correspond to

overcast cases with cloud fraction equal to unity, the albedo

of the Scu deck depends solely on the liquid water path

(LWP), which for well-mixed conditions can be written as

LWP =
1

2
ρΓl(zi − zb)

2 (19)

where Γl is the liquid water lapse rate which is

approximately constant within the cloud layer (a typical

value is 2gkg−1km−1). While zi is a direct solution of

the system of equations, zb results from the thermodynamic

state of the STBL and an explicit analytical expression is not

derivable. Even though approximated expressions can be

found in literature (e.g. Caldwell and Bretherton (2009)), in

this study zb is determined numerically as the lowest height

at which qt,ML equals the saturation specific humidity.

If no steady states are found (i.e. zi tendency higher

than 10−4m/s after 20 days of simulation) we interpret

this as a sign of decoupling for which the assumption

that the STBL is well-mixed breaks down. However, the

existing steady states might also be decoupled and thus not

reliable as MLM solutions. Therefore an extra criterion is

needed. From the assumptions that: a) the main driving

force of mixing at the cloud top is the radiative cooling;

b) ∆Iθv is mainly determined by ∆Iθl; we can diagnose

the entrainment efficiency defined by Zhang et al. (2005) so

that the entrainment velocity reads:

we =
η∆FR/(ρcp)

∆Iθl
(20)

From eq. (9) w′θ′v can be approximated as w′θ′l in the

sub-cloud layer. When η is larger than unity, the radiative

cooling does not compensate the entrainment warming, so

that the surface flux and the sub-cloud bouyancy flux will be

both negative and the boundary layer will decouple. Hence

a simple criterion for investigating the plausibility of MLM

hypotheses can be defined: for η > 1 we assume that the

STBL is not well-mixed and the MLM framework is not

valid any more. Note that no results are shown when the

STBL is decoupled, according to this definition.

The steady state solutions of θl,ML, qt,ML, zi, zb,

we and LWP are collected in Figure 5. First of all the

entrainment velocity increases for weaker LTS, which is

highly related to ∆Iθl, and is increasing for dryer free

tropospheric conditions, as a consequence of the stronger

radiative cooling (Figure 5-e). Therefore the we pattern

in the phase space can be understood on the basis of the

highly simplified relation (20). Furthermore we notice a

distinct correlation with zi (Figure 5-c) which is a direct

consequence of eq. (3). In conclusion the STBL deepens for

weaker LTS and stronger ∆qt.

The dependency of θl,ML (Figure 5-a) on the free

tropospheric conditions is due to the competition between

entrainment warming and radiative cooling, as expressed

in eq. (4). On the left side of the phase space, where the

entrainment velocity is higher, the θl,ML solutions tend

towards the free tropospheric conditions. Therefore they are

mainly controlled by LTS and the STBL becomes warmer

for a weaker LTS. At the same time, where the entrainment

velocity is weak, a stronger dependency to ∆qt is noticeable

and the STBL becomes warmer for a lower ∆FR value

(moister free atmosphere).

The pattern of qt,ML (Figure 5-b) can also be understood

by considering eq. (4). On the one hand a more stable

stratification (higher LTS) prevents the dry air from above

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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the inversion to penetrate and hence the STBL remains

moister. On the other hand the equilibrium state of qt,ML

depends directly on the difference between surface and

free tropospheric conditions which is by construction equal

to ∆qt. In conclusion the region in the phase space

corresponding to the highest qt,ML is located in the top-

right corner, where the entrainment velocity is reduced by

the stronger stratification and the air that penetrates the

inversion is moister.

As already mentioned the cloud base height (Figure 5-

d) depends directly on the relative humidity in the mixed

layer and hence depends on both qt,ML and θl,ML. An

increase in qt,ML promotes a lower zb while an increase

in θl,ML favours a higher zb. Following directly from the

previous discussion about θl,ML and qt,ML, a decreasing

pattern of zb can be observed along the diagonal in Figure

5-d with the lowest values in the upper-right corner of

the phase diagram. In that region zb reaches the surface

and that can be interpreted as fog. Note however that the

frequency of occurrence for the free tropospheric conditions

corresponding to the fog regime is low (see Figure 4).

Equation (19) displays the dependency of LWP (Figure 5-

f) to zi and zb. Both zi and zb follow the same pattern: for a

colder and drier free troposphere the STBL becomes deeper,

warmer and drier, with a consequent rise of the cloud base.

However, since the LWP is proportional to the difference

between zb and zi, the change of LWP for a colder and

dryer free troposphere is subtle but appears to be increasing.

In conclusion LWP increases along the diagonal from the

upper-right corner to the lower-left corner.

When the cloud-layer becomes deeper, drier and warmer,

decoupling occurs (Wood and Bretherton 2004), so that the

well-mixedness hypothesis does not hold any more. The

region in which no solutions are found (white portion of

the phase space) corresponds to the lower left corner of

the phase space. The entrainment velocity is enhanced for

lower LTS and stronger ∆qt. These conditions promote

entrainment velocity increase which destabilizes the system

and leads to a negative buoyancy flux in the sub-cloud layer

(Wood and Bretherton 2004).

As decoupling is the first stage of Scu to Cu transition,

we can expect a broken-cloud regime to be possible in

the white area of the phase space. This is in line with

the empirical relation established by Klein and Hartmann

(1993). The authors found that the cloud cover is strongly

correlated with LTS and when the latter is weaker the former

decreases. This consideration is important for the optical

properties of the cloud deck. In fact for a Scu layer the

albedo is mainly determined by LWP while in the broken-

cloud regime the cloud cover plays an important role too.

3.2. The role of entrainment parametrization

We will now explore to what extent the steady states depend

on the specific choice of the entrainment parametrization.

To this purpose we will consider entrainment rules proposed

by Lock (1998) (AL98), Stage and Businger (1981) (SB81)

and the toy version introduced by Stevens (2006) (BS06)

(for more details see Appendix).

Figure 6 collects the equilibrium results of we and

LWP for each parametrization. Interestingly the qualitative

behaviour of both LWP and we in the phase space is

independent of entrainment parametrizations and can be

generally summarized as follows. For weaker LTS the

entrainment velocity increases and the cloud layer thickens

with a consequent LWP increase. On the other hand the

different humidity profiles in the free atmosphere lead

to a variation in radiative cooling which is the main

source of turbulent kinetic energy at cloud top. Thus for a

drier free troposphere, corresponding to a stronger ∆FR,

the entrainment velocity is enhanced resulting in a LWP

increase. It is important to stress that even though zi and

zb follow the same pattern, the cloud top height variation

is larger and therefore more effective in determining

the geometrical thickness distribution in the phase space

(Caldwell and Bretherton 2009).

At the same time the more quantitative results do

depend on the details of the entrainment formulation.
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The entrainment formulations that give relatively low

entrainment efficiency (e.g. AL98) display a lower LWP, a

relative large fraction of the phase space diagnosed as fog,

and little to no decoupling. The entrainment formulations

with a higher entrainment efficiency (e.g. SB81) on the

other hand give larger LWP, a cloud base height that is

always beyond the surface (no fog), and a large fraction of

the phase space being diagnosed as decoupled.

Special considerations need to be made for BS06. Despite

its simplicity this formulation is able to qualitatively capture

the LWP pattern in the phase space. We use a constant

efficiency (ηBS = 0.7), therefore by definition the STBL

is never decoupled. Furthermore the analytical solution of

θl,ML can be written as follows:

θl,ML = θl0 −
(1− ηBS)∆FR/(ρcp)

V

The value of θl,ML is determined by the value at the surface,

which is a function of surface pressure and SST only,

the radiative forcing and the surface transfer velocity. In

conclusion θl,ML does not depend on the free tropospheric

temperature profile but only on free tropospheric humidity

through ∆FR. This is rather unrealistic and leads to an

inaccurate description of the thermodynamic characteristics

of STBL. However the qualitative results are in line with

the ones obtained with the more sophisticated entrainment

formulations.

4. Scu response to a perturbed climate

4.1. Climate perturbations

In order to assess the impact of climate warming on

the Scu equilibrium states, the SST is increased by 2K.

The modified STBL initial conditions are constructed in a

similar way as in the reference case, i.e. the initial value

for θl,ML is 1.5K colder than the increased SST and the

initial qt,ML is chosen such as to have a near surface value

corresponding to a RH of 80%. For the free troposphere a

similar temperature perturbation is assumed. In short, the

temperature profiles are uniformly increased by 2K as in

Rieck et al. (2012), so that the LTS remains identical to the

reference case. Similar as in CGILS (Zhang and Bretherton

2008; Zhang and coauthors 2012; Blossey et al. 2013) it is

assumed that the RH in the free troposphere just above the

inversion remains unaffected by the SST perturbation. Due

to the imposed increased SST and the free tropospheric

temperature change, ∆qt is larger with respect to the

control climate as a consequence of the Clausius-Clayperon

relation. An example of the perturbed profiles is depicted in

Figure 7.

Since we would like to assess the effect of change

in the radiative cooling due to the humidification of the

free atmosphere, two climate perturbations are considered.

First we perturb the large scale conditions as described

above keeping the radiative cooling as in the reference case

(Perturbed Climate 1, PC1). For doing this we compute

∆FR using the relation 17 and the values of qt,+ as in

the control experiment. Second we include a weakening

of ∆FR due to the increase in downwelling LW radiation

(Perturbed Climate 2, PC2). It is worth stressing that even

though PC2 is known to be more realistic, PC1 is useful to

clarify the importance of the contribution of the perturbation

of radiative cooling.

In summary the imposed perturbations encompass an

increase in SST and a warming and moistening of the free

atmosphere, in PC1, and a consequent additional decrease in

radiative cooling, in PC2. A recent paper by de Roode et al.

(2012) analyses the effect of single perturbations on the

STBL. The results show that a SST warming only, leads

to a growth of both cloud base and cloud top, resulting in a

net increase of the LWP. A warming of the free troposphere

only, has the opposite effect. Furthermore increasing only

qt,+ in order to conserve RH+ leads to a growth of the

LWP. Finally a decrease in ∆FR results in a LWP reduction.

In the present set-up all these mechanisms compete against

each other in determining the sign of the LWP response.

In addition, the entrainment velocity is directly affected

by all of them and contributes to the final feedback. It is
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therefore interesting to apply simultaneous perturbations

and to interpret the results on the basis of the background

knowledge of single perturbations.

4.2. Scu response to different climate perturbations

We first discuss the results obtained by using the NT86

entrainment parametrization and in particular the variation

of a variable ϕ due to a large scale forcing perturbation:

dϕ

dSST
=

ϕ|PC − ϕ|CTL
SST |PC − SST |CTL

(21)

where the suffix CTL stands for control climate and

PC for perturbed climate. It should be stressed that

the variation in SST, as indicated in eq. (21), includes

also the other associated perturbations discussed in the

previous subsection. To compare the effects of the different

perturbations, the results are displayed in the same phase

space diagram as in section 3, labelled with ∆qt and LTS

values from the control experiment.

In Figure 8 the responses of zi, zb and LWP to the

two large scale perturbations are compared. Irrespective

of the radiative forcing perturbation, the STBL becomes

warmer and more humid due to the direct effect of SST

increase. In both cases the moistening of the STBL is not

sufficient to compensate for the warming, causing the RH

to decrease and the cloud base to rise (Figure 8-c and -

d). At the same time the cloud top height is determined by

the response of the entrainment velocity. The SST increase

leads to an enhancement of the latent heat flux at the

surface which is an important source of turbulence within

the STBL and at the inversion. While for PC1 zi increases

due to this phenomenon (Figure 8-a), for PC2 the decrease

of radiative cooling overcompensates the latent heat flux

increase leading to a zi decrease. This result is in line with

a recent observational study in which a decrease in the

stratocumulus top height for an increase in the downwelling

LW radiation is found (Christensen et al. 2013). As a result

the LWP response has a different sign (Figure 8-e and -

f). For PC2 the results are straightforward and the final

response is a cloud thinning. On the other hand for PC1 the

response is almost neutral due to a similar increase in both

zi and zb.

Our results are in qualitative agreement with a recent

LES intercomparison (Blossey et al. 2013) of well-mixed

Scu (S12) subjected to a similar perturbation (P2 scenario).

In that study all LES results predict a cloud thinning and

(except for one LES code) a decrease in the cloud top

height. Furthermore Bretherton et al. (2013) compare LES

results with results obtained with a MLM which includes

a full radiative scheme and a drizzle parametrization. The

MLM predicts a cloud thinning as well, though it presents a

slight cloud top height increase. With our highly simplified

model and perturbations we are able to capture the same

response as the majority of LESs only if the ∆FR decrease

is included. Therefore the dependency of the LW radiative

cooling on the free tropospheric humidity is an essential

ingredient in Scu response to global warming. In the rest of

the paper we only consider PC2 as this is the most realistic

perturbation.

For PC2 we include a further analysis to better

justify our previous conclusions. Figure 9 displays the

response of the surface fluxes, we and η. In line

with GCM results (Webb et al. 2012) and CGILS results

(Zhang and coauthors 2012), w′q′t0 is enhanced by the

imposed climate change conditions (Figure 9-a). On the

other hand w′θ′l0 decreases (Figure 9-b) which is the direct

result of a lower warming rate of the STBL than that of

the SST. Interestingly these conclusions are also valid for

PC1 (not shown). In fact the surface fluxes are strongly

affected by the surface conditions while the radiative

cooling perturbation plays a weaker role. As expected the

variation of we (Figure 9-c) is consistent to zi variation, the

latter being the result of the balance between subsidence and

entrainment. The change in the area where decoupling is

expected is subtle. For this reason we study the variation of

the entrainment efficiency, η, due to climate perturbation in

Figure 9-d. In the whole phase space η increases and we can

conclude that decoupling is more likely to occur. According
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to eq. (20), the definition of η, both the radiative cooling

and the entrainment rate decrease, but as radiative cooling

dominates, η increases and hence the area where decoupling

occurs increases.

4.3. Generalization for different entrainment

parametrizations

The previous analysis for PC2 is generalized by using

the other entrainment parametrizations described in the

Appendix. The LWP response (Figure 10) is qualitatively

the same as NT86; the cloud top height decreases as

a consequence of the reduction of the entrainment rate,

while zb grows due to the STBL warming which raises

the condensation level. Both these changes point towards

a decrease in LWP for all entrainment parameterizations

considered here. At the same time the entrainment

efficiency increases in the whole phase space for all the

entrainment parametrizations (not shown) leading to an

enlargement of the area in the phase space where decoupling

occurs (except for BS06 where it is kept constant by

definition).

On the left side of the phase space the LWP obtained with

AL98 increases for an increased SST. The system switches

to a different regime in which the dominant process is

the increase of w′q′t0 rather than the radiative cooling

contribution. This results in an increase of we for weaker

LTS and a consequent cloud layer thickening. This is an

example of how delicate the equilibrium between all these

mechanisms is. However the common features highlighted

before are strong enough to give us some confidence in this

analysis.

4.4. Discussion

To recapitulate, Figure 11 presents a schematic that

summarizes the results. A sea surface warming leads to

the STBL warming and moistening. The relative variation

of θl,ML and qt,ML with respect to surface conditions

affects the surface fluxes so that the latent heat flux is

enhanced and the sensible heat flux is reduced. For both

perturbations the warming dominates resulting in a cloud

base rise. However the net cloud response is also affected

by the change in zi. When the reduction of radiative

cooling is neglected (PC1), the entrainment is enhanced

by the increased latent heat flux, the cloud top rises and

the response is almost neutral. The reduction of ∆FR has

significant consequences on entrainment velocity and LWP

response. If the radiative cooling is reduced, the entrainment

velocity becomes smaller and the cloud top drops leading to

a cloud thinning. This result highlights the importance of

radiative flux variation in a perturbed climate for STBL.

In conclusion, for the most realistic scenario (PC2), the

cloud layer is predicted to thin with a consequent reduction

of LWP. In terms of cloud optical properties the decrease of

LWP suggests a positive low-cloud feedback in Scu regions

because less SW radiation is reflected back to space. We

also need to stress that the entrainment efficiency increases

resulting in an enlargement of the region in the phase-space

where decoupling occurs. As decoupling is the first stage

of a Scu to Cu transition, we interpret this as an increase

in the occurrence of broken cloud regime which could lead

to a stronger positive feedback. Ringer et al. (2006) have

analysed the cloud response to a uniform SST warming

for different GCMs. All the models predict an increase in

cloudiness for low-level clouds with high optical thickness.

A similar conclusion has been drawn in Caldwell et al.

(2012) by forcing a MLM with large scale conditions

derived from different GCMs. With our simplified model

and essential set-up we predict an opposite sign for the

cloud feedback. This might have to do with the selected

perturbation.

In fact the expected climate change is more complex than

the one considered in this study. First of all the increase in

CO2 is not taken into account. Including such an increase

will lead to an additional increase in the downwelling

LW radiation with a consequent reduction of ∆FR. This

process will strengthen the cloud response similarly to

the effect of humidity on radiative cooling. Furthermore

the Hadley circulation is expected to weaken in a warmer
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climate with a consequent reduction in large scale vertical

velocity and a weakening of horizontal wind. The latter has

a direct effect on surface fluxes and LESs and MLM results

(Bretherton et al. 2013; de Roode et al. 2012) indicate that

a reduction in wind velocity will result in a LWP decrease.

In previous studies (Blossey et al. 2013; Bretherton et al.

2013; de Roode et al. 2012), the contribution of subsidence

change has been isolated and investigated. These studies

suggest that weakening of the subsidence leads to a rise

of cloud top height that might be able to change the

sign of the feedback leading to a Scu cloud thickening.

Finally in order to maintain the energy balance in the

free atmosphere a steepening of the moist adiabat is

expected. Caldwell and Bretherton (2009) introduce the so-

called subsidence-lapse rate feedback which unravels the

response to this combined effect. Even though our results

for control climate suggest a cloud thinning for stronger

LTS, the authors find the cloud layer to thicken. As an

additional sensitivity study (not shown), we have included

an increase in the Γθ (roughly corresponding to moist

adiabatic warming aloft) resulting in a LTS increase in PC2.

The variation in LWP due to this extra perturbation is small

compared to the effect of the radiative cooling weakening.

In conclusion the perturbations that are not included in

the present work have opposite effects and the final Scu

response to climate change is difficult to be predicted.

5. Conclusions

In order to study the Scu steady state dependency to free

tropospheric conditions, a non-precipitating MLM coupled

to different entrainment parametrizations is used. The set-

up is simple and robust in order to be suitable for a range of

different free tropospheric conditions but realistic enough

to be representative of the STBL. The LWP pattern in a

phase space defined by LTS and a similar measure for

humidity, ∆qt, is interpreted in the light of its relation with

the geometrical thickness of the cloud layer. For a STBL

in an equilibrium state both zi and zb grow for a weaker

LTS and a dryer free atmosphere. This is due to the higher

entrainment velocity which leads to a deepening of the

STBL and a warming and drying which results in a cloud

base growth. As already found in Caldwell and Bretherton

(2009) the cloud top exhibits a larger variation than the

cloud base thus the cloud layer thickens following the

entrainment pattern. Furthermore when the STBL becomes

deep, dry and warm, decoupling can occur. We use the

entrainment efficiency η to identify the region in the phase

space where this regime arises. As decoupling is the first

stage in Scu to Cu transition, a broken-cloud regime can

occur for a dry free troposphere and low LTS. This is in

line with the experimental relation between LTS and cloud

clover (Klein and Hartmann 1993) and field campaigns

such as the Atlantic Scu Transition EXperiment (ASTEX)

(Albrecht et al. 1995).

Subsequently we have perturbed the large scale forcings

in order to mimic future climate conditions. In this work

we increase the SST by 2K while keeping both LTS

and free tropospheric RH constant. This perturbation is

motivated by previous GCM studies and coincides with

common hypotheses on future climate. The key role of

the radiative cooling jump is assessed by considering two

perturbations. A cloud thinning, consistent with recent

LES studies (Blossey et al. 2013; Bretherton et al. 2013),

is predicted only if the increase in the downwelling LW

radiation due to free tropospheric humidification is included

by decreasing ∆FR.

By analysing the results including this last perturbation

(PC2) we identify a general mechanism valid for all the

considered entrainment parametrizations. The reduction

in radiative cooling causes the entrainment velocity to

decrease and consequently the cloud top to descend. At the

same time the STBL becomes moister and warmer with

respect to the control case. The cloud base height variation

is the result of the competition of these two effects and

results in a cloud base height increase. It is also worth

noticing that the RH values in the sub-cloud layer decrease.

In conclusion for the more realistic scenario PC2, a positive

low-cloud feedback is predicted due to both the LWP
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decrease and the enlargement of the region in the phase

space where decoupling occurs.

We believe that this approach will be extremely useful

to apply on SCM versions of climate models. The insight

gained with this work is a theoretical background that can

help to better understand more sophisticated models. At the

same time our conclusions should also be tested with LES

models including a full radiative scheme and microphysical

processes.
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Appendix

Nicholls and Turton (1986) (NT86) propose a parametriza-

tion which is in the same form as the general eq. (15):

we =
5ηCBLΘNE

2∆Iθv,NT + 2.5ηCBL[ζ2∆Iθv,d + (1− ζ2)we∆Iθv,s]

The only difference is the introduction of a new definition

for the virtual temperature jump that writes:

∆IθvNT =
∆Iθv

1 + a2(1− ∆m
∆Iθv

)

where ∆m = 2

∫ 1

0

∆Iθv(χ)dχ

with ∆Iθv(χ) the virtual potential temperature jump caused

by the mixing fraction χ which is defined as the relative

amount of FT air mixed into a cloudy air parcel. Thus ∆m is

in fact proportional to the average evaporative enhancement

over all the possible mixtures.

Nicholls and Turtons found a2 = 60 to fit their data well

and Bretherton et al. (2013) claim that matches the LES

SAMA. Nevertheless we use a2 = 15 which has been

found providing better results by McCaa and Bretherton

(2004). However the details of the NT86 entrainment

parametrization do not influence the cloud-climate response

(Bretherton et al. 2013).

Lock (1998) (AL98) introduces an entrainment

parametrization valid for ∆Iθv > 0:

we =
2ηCBLΘNE + αtAs∆FR/ρcp

∆Iθv
(22)

where αt = 1− exp(−b1LWP ) and

b1 = k(
g

T0
)−1/3 (2ziΘNE)

2/3

(zi − zb)∆Iθv

where k = 156m2/kg an absorption factor weighted by the

ratio of the cloud-top undulation height to the cloud depth.

If the saturated inversion jump satisfies the buoyancy

reversal criterion, i.e. ∆Iθv,s < 0 (Randall 1980), the

formulation writes:

we =
(
2ηCBLΘNE |ζ=1 + 0.24χ∗

2∆Iθvs(1− ζ)3/2( g

T0
zi∆Iθv

)1/2

+As∆FR/ρcp

)
·∆Iθv

−1

(23)

where χ∗ is the value of χ at which the parcel is just

saturated.

Stage and Businger (1981) (SB81) suggest that for a CBL

the ratio of ΘE and ΘNE is constant:

ηSB = − ΘE
ΘNE

Lewellen and Lewellen (1998) and later van Zanten et al.

(1999) find from LES results that this relation holds well

for Scu and propose ηSB = 0.35. Using eq. (14) the

entrainment parametrization writes:

we =
2ηSBΘNE

[ζ2∆Iθv,d + (1− ζ2)∆Iθv,s]

As the radiative cooling is actually the first source of

mixing at the ABL top while the temperature jump is
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the main ingredient to prevent entrainment, Stevens (2006)

(BS06) introduces:

we =
ηBS∆FR/ρcp

∆Iθl
(24)

where ηBS determines the efficiency at which FT air is

entrained in the ABL (we use ηBS = 0.7).
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CTL PC1 PC2

∆FR
∗ (W/m2) 82. 82. 79.

λ (W/m2 / g/kg) 7.9 7.9 7.9
Incoming SW radiation (W/m2) 471.5 471.5 471.5

Zenith angle 52 52 52
SST (K) 292 294 294
qt,0(g/kg) 13.4 15.1 15.1
ps(hPa) 1012.8 1012.8 1012.8
U (m/s) 6.74 6.74 6.74
w0 (mm/s) 3.5 3.5 3.5
zw (m) 500. 500. 500.

Γθ(K/km) 6. 6. 6.
Γqt(g/kg/km) 0. 0. 0.

Table 1. Large scale forcings used in the control climate experiment (CTL) and in the two perturbed climate scenarios (PC1 and PC2).

Figure 1. Sketch of w′θ′l, w
′q′t and w′θ′v with process partitioning: dotted line is buoyancy flux due to entrainment only, ΘE , and dashed line is ΘNE

representing buoyancy flux due to all the other processes.
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Figure 2. Some initial profiles of θl and qt among the considered range of experiments. The grey area corresponds to the cloud layer.
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Figure 3. Considered linear fit (black line) of the radiative jump, ∆FR, calculated with an off-line radiative code (dots) against the free tropospheric
humidity values, qt,+. The grey lines represent the fit for maximum and minimum free tropopsheric temperature.
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Figure 4. Probability density function distribution of night-time data from ERA-interim for the summertime (June, July, August) between 1979 and
2012. The data are sampled in the Californian area of Scu (20◦ − 30◦N , 120◦ − 130◦W ) and for the meteorological conditions corresponding to
subsidential regime and SST within a half-degree of the considered value. The grey box indicates the area of the phase space considered in the present
study.
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Figure 5. Phase space results of MLM with NT86 entrainment parametrization: θl,ML, qt,ML, zi, zb, we and LWP. The white area represents the
absence of steady state solutions that is interpreted as decoupling regime. In panel d the stippled area indicates the solutions for which the cloud base
reaches the surface, interpreted as fog.
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Figure 6. Phase space results of MLM with AL98, SB81 and BS02 entrainment parametrizations: for each we and LWP are plotted. The white area
represents the absence of steady state solutions that is interpreted as decoupling regime. In panel b and f the stippled area indicates the solutions for
which the cloud base reaches the surface, interpreted as fog.
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Figure 7. Initial conditions of the reference and the perturbed experiment located at the centre of the phase-space: θl and qt for the control climate (dash
line) and for the perturbed climate (solid line) are displayed. The grey area corresponds to the cloud layer.
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Figure 8. Phase space results of MLM with NT86 entrainment parametrizations for both the considered climate perturbations (PC1, left column and
PC2, right column): for each dzi/dSST , dzb/dSST and dLWP/dSST are plotted. The white area represents the absence of steady state solutions
that is interpreted as decoupling regime.
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Figure 9. Phase space results of MLM with NT86 entrainment parametrizations for the climate perturbation PC2: dwqt/dSST , dwθl/dSST ,
dwe/dSST and dη/dSST are plotted. The white area represents the absence of steady state solutions that is interpreted as decoupling regime.
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Figure 10. Phase space results of MLM with AL98, SB81 and BS02 entrainment parametrizations: for each dLWP/dSST is plotted. The white area
represents the absence of steady state solutions that is interpreted as decoupling regime.
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Figure 11. Schematic of the physical processes involved in a MLM (on the left) and their response to a climate perturbation. The right panel depicts the
response to PC2 scenario, while the central panel relates to PC1 case.
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